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Meibomian Gland
Dysfunction (MGD)

MGD is the primary cause of Dry Eye
Syndrome and occurs when the oil glands
within the eyelids, Meibomian glands, are

not working properly and become
clogged. The treatment for MGD is a daily
warm compress. This treatment applies
heat to the eyelids for 10 minutes, and

results in the softening of the clogged oils
in the eyelids. This allows the oils to flow
more freely and helps prevent the tears

from evaporating from the surface of the
eye.

 

Dry Eye
Syndrome

Tears are necessary for maintaining the
ocular surface and providing clear

vision. Dry Eye Disease is a condition in
which a person is unable to produce an
adequate quality or quantity of tears to

lubricate and nourish the eye. The
symptoms include burning, itching, eye
fatigued, redness, light sensitivity, and

blurred vision.

TearRestore
Solution

TearRestore's open-eye warm
compress delivers an effective, user

friendly at-home treatment for MGD.
Developed with assistance from

industry leading physicians,
TearRestore delivers therapeutic heat
where it is needed while permitting

the user to see throughout treatment.
 



Step I
"Click" the Metal Disc

Within the heat pack there is a
small metal disc. Press the

center of the metal disc with
your thumb or forefinger; this
will activate the pack and you

will begin to feel the heat.

Step II
Massage the Heat Pack and
Attach the Heat Pack to the

Mask

Massage the heat pack after it is
fully activated to evenly spread

the heat. Next, match the eye
holes of the heat pack with the
mask and hook the edges of the

heat pack eye holes onto the
mask.

Step III
Adjust For Comfort

Place the TearRestore mask and
activated heat pack over your

head and adjust to be able to see
through the eye holes. Tighten

the adjustable straps until
comfortable then relax and/or

continue your day!

How it Works
The TearRestore mask has specially

designed reusable heat packs that target
the Meibomian glands and supply

therapeutic heat for a minimum of ten
minutes every use. Additionally,

TearRestore is the only open-eye warm
compress which allows you to be active

during your daily warm compress! With
TearRestore, it is easy to find time to

treat your eyes everyday.

Reactivation
The TearRestore heat packs are easily

reactivated in boiling water or the
TearRestore "one-click kettle*. Simply

boil enough water to submerge the heat
packs and place the heat packs in the

boiling water for approximately 5
minutes. Once the heat packs have

returned to a fully liquid state, remove
them from the boiling water and let cool. 



Improve Patient
Outcomes

The TearRestore mask offers patients the
convenient treatment they want while
significantly improving the signs and

symptoms of dry eye syndrome. 

Consistent Heat
TearRestore supplies therapeutic heat
(>40C) for a minimum of ten minutes
every use. This ensures patients and
doctors an effective treatment every

time. 

Targeted
Treatment

TearRestore's design utilizes anatomical
norms to target the oil glands of the
eyelid while avoiding the globe. This
permits the user to blink throughout

treatment, resulting in natural oil gland
expression throughout use. 
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